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INTRODUCTION

Single�nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the
most common type of genetic polymorphism. The
current version of the dbSNP database (build 137),
which accumulates information on single�nucleotide
genome variation, describes approximately 38 million
validated SNPs in the human genome [1]. Thus, in the
human genome, on average, 1 nucleotide in 100 is
variable. The advent of next�generation sequencing
(NGS) techniques and the work of the international
HapMap and 1000 Genomes Projects have much con�
tributed to the progress in collecting information on
the human genome variation [2, 3]. In each individual
genome, NGS resequencing identifies 3–5 million
SNPs [4–7]. Presumably, on average, two unrelated
individual genomes differ by 1 nucleotide per 1000.

Although the progress in sequencing and postgen�
omic techniques has been considerable, targeted SNP
genotyping is still the most widely used approach in
human genetics and medical genetics. An analysis of
SNP variations is used in the genetic mapping of
human diseases, in association studies on common
diseases (including genome�wide studies), in human
evolution and population genetics, in DNA diagnos�
tics of monogenic diseases, in forensic DNA identifi�
cation, and in many other basic research areas and
practical applications [8].

In the past 30 years, SNP genotyping techniques
have developed from the manual genotyping of indi�
vidual markers by nuclear acid hybridization or by
PCR with the identification of amplicon differences
(PCR�RFLP, allele�specific PCR, etc.) to automated
multiplex analysis of hundreds of thousands to mil�
lions of SNPs on high�density DNA biochips [8–11].

In current research and laboratory practice, SNPs
are most commonly genotyped by real�time PCR
using TaqMan probes with a fluorescent label [12].
Large�scale studies employ high�density biochip�
based genotyping [9, 13, 14]. While the first approach
allows the genotyping of individual markers in hun�
dreds or thousands of specimens in a single experi�
ment, the other one delivers information on dozens or
hundreds of thousands of SNPs in dozens of speci�
mens. At the same time, there are still not enough
modern technological solutions for intermediate�
scale genotyping of dozens or hundreds of markers in
hundreds of specimens, which is most commonly
required for the majority of purposes. Approaches
involving low�density DNA microarrays [15–19] or
SNaPShot analysis by capillary electrophoresis
[20, 21] remain unpopular because of the restrictions
on multiplexing and limited capacity of amplicon res�
olution.
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One of the techniques that address the latter group
of research problems is the mass spectrometry of bio�
logical macromolecules, including DNA [22]. Mass
spectrometry�based approaches are used in genetics
and molecular biology for genotyping, the analysis of
gene expression, and DNA methylation studies [23–
25]. In this work, we describe an example of applying
multiplex SNP genotyping by mass spectrometry for
an analysis of 56 markers in immune response genes in
four human populations, and evaluate the economic
efficiency of the suggested approach compared to real�
time PCR.

EXPERIMENTAL

Principle of MALDI�TOF mass spectrometry. The
method of mass spectrometry is based on measuring
the ratio between the masses of charged particles and
their charges. There are different methods of ionizing
organic molecules depending on the nature and phase
of the analyte. The method of matrix assisted laser
desorption/ionisation (MALDI) enables ionization
of large biomolecules without fragmenting them; i.e.,
a specimen in the form of a solid�phase solution of the
analyte in an organic matrix is irradiated by short laser
pulses. Molecules of the matrix heavily absorb pho�
tons emitted by an ultraviolet or an infrared laser, and
dense high�temperature plasma is produced over the
specimen surface. In addition to ions and molecules of
the matrix material, the plume contains molecules of
the compound under study. These molecules are ion�
ized by photon absorption or in ion–molecule reac�
tions, and the resulting positive or negative ions move
down the potential gradient from the ionization zone
into the analyzer. In the analyzer, the charged particles
are separated by their time of flight (TOF) for a partic�
ular distance; this time is proportional to the ratio
between the mass of the particle and its charge. The
MALDI�TOF technique is currently widely used to
analyze peptides, proteins, nucleotides, polysaccha�
rides, synthetic polymers, humic acids, organic com�
plex compounds, and other biomolecules with molecu�
lar masses of up to several hundreds of kilodaltons [22].

Principal steps of the experiment. Multiplex geno�
typing was performed on a MassARRAY Analyzer 4
mass spectrometer (Sequenom, United States). The
procedure of specimen preparation and analysis
included the following consecutive stages:

(1) Multiplex PCR;

(2) SAP reaction;

(3) iPLEX reaction;

(4) ionization and spectral analysis.

Following iPLEX reaction, specimens were
desalted, loaded on SpectroCHIPs, and analyzed by
MALDI�TOF spectrometry. The principal stages of
genotyping using a MassARRAY Analyzer 4 are shown
in Fig. 1.

DNA specimens used in the study were isolated
from peripheral blood lymphocytes by conventional
methods. Altogether, 192 blood specimens were
obtained from individuals representing four different
populations: Russians from Tomsk (N = 48), Komi
from Syktyvkar, the Republic of Komi (N = 48),
Khanty from the settlement of Kazym, Khanty–
Mansi autonomous okrug of Tyumen oblast (N = 48),
and Buryats from the settlement of Kurumkan, the
republic of Buryatia (N = 48).

Genes and SNPs. The study involved 58 SNPs of
genes, the products of which participate in the regula�
tion of immune response. Data from the genome�wide
association studies (GWAS) database of the United
States National Human Genome Research Institute
(NHGRI) [26] were used to select markers associated
with autoimmune diseases (e.g., systemic lupus erythe�
matosus, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis) or
with cytokine or immunoglobulin E production.
Markers were selected that take into account the fol�
lowing parameters: highly significant phenotype asso�
ciations according to GWASs (p ≤ (5 × 10–8)), pheno�
type association with a gene or marker reproduced in
several GWASs, marker localization in the coding or
regulatory gene regions, and functional significance of
SNPs confirmed with published data.

Primer design. The selected SNPs were combined
in two multiplexes, i.e., one of 34 polymorphisms and
another of 24 polymorphisms (Table 1). Primers were
designed using the Sequenom Assay Design software
(Sequenom) available online at www.sequenom.com.
For each SNP, two PCR primers (forward and reverse)
and one iPLEX (extension) primer were designed. For
successful marker and allele identification by mass
spectrometry of multiplex PCR products, the masses
of extension primers should differ by at least 30 Da
among different SNPs and by 5 Da between alternative
alleles of the same marker. Primers were synthesized
by Metabion (Germany). Primer sequences are avail�
able from the authors on request.

Multiplex PCR was used to accumulate amplicons
containing SNPs to be analyzed. It was performed in
96�well plates in a Thermo Scientific (Germany) and
an Applied Biosystems (United States) thermal
cyclers; the reaction mixture (5 µL) contained 10 ng of
genomic DNA template and the appropriate multiplex
primer mixture. The reaction protocol included initial
denaturation at 94°С (5 min) and 42 amplification
cycles consisting of 20 s denaturation at 94°С, 40 s
annealing at 56°С, and 60 s elongation at 72°С;
finally, specimens were incubated at 72°С for addi�
tional 5 min.

SAP reaction was used to dephosphorylate unin�
corporated dNTPs with alkaline phosphatase (SAP).
The procedure is required to clear amplification prod�
ucts from excessive dNTPs. It was performed in
96�well plates after PCR amplification. SAP mixture
(Sequenom) comprising SAP buffer and 0.5 units of
shrimp alkaline phosphatase per specimen was added
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to reaction products obtained at the first step. Next,
PCR plates were centrifuged, incubated at 37°С for
40–50 min, and heated to 85°С for 5–20 min to inac�
tivate SAP.

iPLEX reaction. This step involved multiplex
extension of iPLEX primers by incorporating modi�
fied dideoxynucleotide triphosphates (ddNTP) with
altered molecular masses complementary to the
nucleotides found in respective polymorphic posi�
tions. As a result, a mixture of short PCR products
representing alleles of polymorphic markers included
in the multiplex is obtained. Following SAP reaction,
specimens were supplemented with a solution con�
taining tenfold iPLEX buffer (Sequenom), DNA
polymerase (iPLEX enzyme, Sequenom), four
ddNTPs with altered molecular masses, and the
extension primer mixture. Importantly, since the
MALDI�TOF signal intensity depends on the mass of
the analyte, concentrations of different extension
primers in the reaction mixture must be appropriately
adjusted, i.e., concentrations of low�weight primers
must be lower than those of higher�weight primers.
The amplification protocol included initial denatur�
ation at 94°С for 30 s, next 40 cycles of 5 s denatur�

ation at 94°С, 5 s annealing at 52°С, and 5 s elonga�
tion at 80°С; finally, specimens were incubated at
72°С for 5 min. The reaction was performed in the
same plate as the previous steps of the experiment.

PCR product purification (desalting). To reduce
background noise during mass spectrometry, the reac�
tion mixture must be purified from salts that accumu�
lated in multiplex PCR and iPLEX reaction. To
remove Na+, K+, and Mg2+ ions, reaction products
were treated with SpectroCLEAN resin (Sequenom).
After adding 15 mg of resin to each well of the 96�well
plate, the plate was covered with film, rotated for
15 min, and then centrifuged at 3200 g for 5 min.

Specimen transfer onto a spectroCHIP. Prior to
ionization and mass spectrometry, specimens must be
transferred onto a spectroCHIP. A Sequenom spectro�
CHIP is a 96� or 384�well carrier with a MALDI ioniza�
tion matrix. Specimens were automatically transferred
onto the chip from PCR plates on a Nanodispenser
RS1000 workstation (Sequenom). Each spectroCHIP
well was loaded with 8–12 nL of specimen.

Specimen ionization and analysis of mass spectra.
The spectroCHIP was placed into the working cham�
ber of the mass spectrometer, where specimen ioniza�
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Fig. 1. Steps of specimen preparation and analysis in genotyping by MALDI�TOF mass spectrometry.
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tion and the mass spectrometry of ionized particles
were performed consequently for each well of the chip.
The whole procedure of specimen ionization and
obtaining the mass spectra required approximately
20 min for a 96�well chip. The real�time analysis of
mass spectra was performed with MassARRAY
TYPER 4.0 software (Sequenom). The same program

package was used for the subsequent analysis and
recording of the results.

Statistical analysis of the data involved conven�
tional techniques of population genetics and mathe�
matical statistics. The agreement of the genotype dis�
tribution with the Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium was
verified using the exact Guo and Thompson’s test, and

Table 1. Multiplexes used in PCR and mass spectrometry

Multiplex 1 Multiplex 2

No. SNP (rs) gene No. SNP (rs) gene

1 rs1042713 ADRB2 1 rs1024161 CTLA4

2 rs11150610 ITGAM 2 rs11865121 CLEC16A

3 rs1128334 ETS1 3 rs1800875 CMA1

4 rs12722489 IL2RA 4 rs20541 IL13

5 rs1295685 IL13 5 rs2227306 IL8

6 rs1327474 IFNgR1 6 rs2230926 TNFAIP3

7 rs13277113 BLK 7 rs2234711 IFNgR1

8 rs1335532 CD58 8 rs2240335 PADI4

9 rs144651842 IL4RA 9 rs2300747 CD58

10 rs1800693 TNFRSF1A 10 rs2305480 GSDMB

11 rs1800896 IL10 11 rs231735 CTLA4

12 rs1801275 IL4RA 12 rs2381416 IL33

13 rs1805015 IL4RA 13 rs2476601 PTPN22

14 rs1837253 TSLP 14 rs2569190 CD14

15 rs2056626 CD247 15 rs3087243 CTLA4

16 rs2070874 IL4 16 rs324015 STAT6

17 rs2104286 IL2RA 17 rs3890745 STAT4

18 rs2227284 IL4 18 rs485499 IL12A

19 rs2430561 IFNg 19 rs5744455 CD14

20 rs2546890 LOC285626 20 rs6441286 IL12A

21 rs2618476 BLK 21 rs7097397 WDFY4

22 rs2736340 BLK 22 rs907092 IKZF3

23 rs3761847 TRAF1 23 rs9303277 IKZF3

24 rs3790567 IL12RB2 24 rs9888739 ITGAM

25 rs3821236 STAT4

26 rs4810485 CD40

27 rs4986790 TLR4

28 rs5743708 TLR2

29 rs6604026 RPL5

30 rs6679677 PTPN22

31 rs6897932 IL7R

32 rs6920220 TNFAIP3

33 rs743777 IL2RB

34 rs7574865 STAT4
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interpopulation differences were evaluated by the
coefficient of genetic differentiation (Gst). Multidi�
mensional allele frequency analysis was performed
using the principle component approach with Statis�
tica software (StatSoft, United States).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of Mass Spectra and Genotyping

Figure 2 represents an example of the mass spec�
trum obtained for one of specimens using multiplex 2
(for 24 SNPs). The masses of molecules in the analysis
ranged from 5000 to 9000 Da. In this mass range,
72 different products can be detected, including three
products that correspond to each SNP, i.e., the initial
extension primer, and two iPLEX products that con�
sist of the extension primer with an attached nucle�
otide that corresponds to either alternative allele. Ver�
tical dashed lines indicate the positions of the
expected mass spectrum peaks for 72 products. In the
given specimen, all 24 markers were successfully
amplified and extended; accordingly, 24 iPLEX
primer peaks and 29 peaks of specific iPLEX products
(17 homozygous and 6 heterozygous markers) can be
seen. It should be noted that the intensities of native
primer peaks did not exceed 50 units and were always
lower than the peaks of iPLEX products for the corre�
sponding SNP, which indicates that the iPLEX reac�
tion was highly efficient and that most primer mole�
cules were incorporated in specific iPLEX products.

Figure 3 represents a fragment of the mass spec�
trum obtained in the 24�plex reaction for three speci�
mens with different rs20541 genotypes. The masses of
allele�specific iPLEX products differ by 16 Da, so alle�
les and genotypes can be easily identified even by man�
ual analysis of the mass spectrum.

In the MassARRAY TYPER 4.0 program package,
automated genotype reading from the multiplex mass
spectrum is based on computing the ratio between the
peak heights of iPLEX products that represent two
alternative alleles. Figure 4 shows an example of spec�
imen clustering by rs20541 genotypes in the 24�plex
reaction. Although the peak heights differed consider�
ably among specimens, all 95 specimens were success�
fully genotyped. The only specimen that both pro�
duced no peaks (alleles not detected) and was located
at the origin of coordinates was the control specimen
without DNA.

Genotyping Efficiency

Our work included four experiments that analyzed
the method efficiency and reproducibility by genotyp�
ing the two suggested multiplexes (34�plex and
24�plex) in two plates. One plate carried DNA speci�
mens obtained from Komi and Russians, the other one
carried those from Buryats and Khanty. Each of the
96�well plates contained 95 DNA specimens from
respective populations and a control specimen without
DNA. Some specimens were replicated to verify the
genotyping reproducibility.

In the 24�plex reaction, the overall genotyping effi�
ciency was very high (Table 2). For all SNPs, geno�
types were determined in nearly all specimens. The
total call rate (the proportion of determined genotypes
among all possible genotypes) was 98.64%.

The efficiency of the 34�plex was slightly lower.
Two of the 34 SNPs included in this multiplex could
not be genotyped. That is, rs4810485 genotypes could
not be determined in any specimen; furthermore, for
rs3761847, the call rate was 42.1%, so these two mark�
ers were excluded from the further analysis. Without
taking into account these two SNPs, the 32�plex geno�
typing efficiency was 97.87%. For most SNPs of both
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Fig. 2. Mass spectrum obtained for a specimen in the 24�plex reaction (multiplex 2). A homozygous genotype (rs20541), peak
positions: (1) Native extension primer, no ddNTPs incorporated; (2) T allele oligonucleotide (no peak); (3) C allele oligonucle�
otide (peak present). Heterozygous genotype (rs6441286), peak positions: (4) Native extension primer, no ddNTPs incorporated;
(5) G allele oligonucleotide (peak present); (6) T allele oligonucleotide (peak present).
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multiplexes (52 of 56), call rates ranged from 98 to
100%. The lowest genotyping efficiency was observed
for rs6441286, rs22403350 (96.84% each), rs6604026
(93.15%), and rs6920220 (87.89%). The overall call
rate for 56 SNPs was 98.2% (10449 genotypes of
10640 were determined, Table 2).

Genetic Analysis of Allele Frequencies in Population

The data on the allele frequencies of the 56 SNPs
studied, genetic diversity, and genetic differentiation
among populations are given in Table 3. (Individual
genotype distributions for each marker are available
from the authors on request.) Among the 224 genotype
distributions obtained for the total data array
(56 markers in four populations), 12 distributions did
not agree with the Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium,

which did not exceed the expected number of random
deviations. Individual markers or populations did not
deviate from the Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium.

In all four populations studied, the allele frequency
spectra were similar. The only exceptions were
rs6604026 in RPL5 and rs1128334 in ETS1; for these
SNPs, the allele rare in Russians and Komi was fre�
quently found in Buryats and Khanty. The populations
also had similar general levels of genetic diversity by
the markers studied. The mean expected heterozygos�
ity ranged from 0.3522 in Buryats to 0.3698 in Komi.

For most individual loci (30 of 56 markers), the
coefficients of genetic differentiation were lower than
2% (Table 3). Interpopulation differentiation exceeded
10% for only three SNPs, including the above�men�
tioned rs6604026 and rs1128334, which were charac�
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Fig. 3. Fragment of mass spectra of three specimens with different rs20541 genotypes: TT (a), TC (b), CC (c). Peak positions:
(1) Native extension primer, no ddNTPs incorporated (5771 Da); (2) T allele oligonucleotide (6042 Da); (3) C allele oligonucle�
otide (6058 Da).
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terized with exceptionally high differentiation coeffi�
cients (Gst = 34.9%). The mean level of genetic differ�
entiation by 56 markers was 4.2%, which is in agreement
with the levels of interpopulation genetic differentiation
determined using different autosomal marker systems,
including genome�scale SNP sets [7, 14].

A multidimensional analysis of genetic diversity
based on 56 markers across the four populations stud�
ied was performed using the principal component
(PC) approach. Taken together, the first two PCs
accounted for 87.5% of allele frequency variation in
the populations. The positions of the four populations
in the PC1–PC2 space reflected their geographical
location (Fig. 5), as expected from the data obtained
in previous studies [27, 28]. Populations from the

European part of Russia were clustered in the right�
hand part of the chart, while populations from Siberia
were clustered on the left. Thus, PC1 probably repre�
sents the wedge�type variation of allele frequencies
with longitude, which was previously described for
autosomal markers, Y chromosome lineages, and
mtDNA [7, 14, 27, 28]. PC2 apparently corresponds
to the North–South axis.

Evaluation of Time� and Cost�Efficiency of SNP 
Genotyping by MALDI�TOF Mass Spectrometry

in Comparison to Real�Time PCR

Real�time PCR is currently the most widely used
technique of small�scale SNP genotyping. Mass spec�
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Fig. 4. Specimen clusters by rs20541 genotypes determined with MassARRAY TYPER 4.0.

Table 2. Proportion of detected genotypes (call rate) in multiplex reactions

Experiment

Multiplex 1 (34�plex)* Multiplex 2 (24�plex)

Overall call 
rate (%)

total 
number 

of genotypes

genotype 
not determined

call 
rate (%)

total 
number 

of genotypes

genotype 
not determined

call 
rate (%)

Plate 1 3040 113 96.29 2280 26 98.85 97.39

Plate 2 3040 16 99.47 2280 36 98.42 99.02

Overall call rate (%) 6080 129 97.87 4560 62 98.64 98.20

* rs4810485 and rs3761847 not accounted for (32�plex).
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Table 3. Allele frequencies, genetic diversity, and genetic differentiation in the populations studied

SNP Allele
Allele frequencies

He* Gst**
Russians Komi Buryats Khanty

rs1024161 T 0.50 0.58 0.70 0.72 0.4536 0.0337
rs1042713 G 0.66 0.73 0.52 0.62 0.4532 0.0244
rs11150610 C 0.61 0.63 0.41 0.49 0.4818 0.0320
rs1128334 G 0.86 0.81 0.28 0.20 0.3183 0.3598
rs11865121 A 0.32 0.30 0.22 0.24 0.3894 0.0085
rs12722489 G 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.94 0.1939 0.0148
rs1295685 C 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.77 0.4148 0.0066
rs1327474 A 0.50 0.63 0.84 0.84 0.3751 0.1029
rs13277113 G 0.79 0.73 0.46 0.52 0.4323 0.0787
rs1335532 T 0.78 0.73 0.42 0.48 0.4328 0.0983
rs144651842 G 0.97 0.92 0.81 0.77 0.2181 0.0573
rs1800693 A 0.86 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.0865 0.0592
rs1800875 G 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.53 0.4991 0.0018
rs1800896 A 0.51 0.53 0.80 0.73 0.4271 0.0680
rs1801275 G 0.17 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.2635 0.0013
rs1805015 T 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.97 0.1650 0.0166
rs1837253 T 0.24 0.27 0.46 0.45 0.4397 0.0433
rs20541 C 0.67 0.69 0.68 0.75 0.4197 0.0044
rs2056626 G 0.37 0.39 0.15 0.27 0.3963 0.0427
rs2070874 T 0.32 0.22 0.50 0.29 0.4205 0.0495
rs2104286 A 0.79 0.81 0.87 0.92 0.2545 0.0222
rs2227284 A 0.38 0.28 0.54 0.38 0.4609 0.0355
rs2227306 C 0.58 0.51 0.61 0.61 0.4841 0.0070
rs2230926 T 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.99 0.0565 0.0096
rs2234711 C 0.38 0.49 0.46 0.47 0.4917 0.0064
rs2240335 G 0.64 0.66 0.52 0.49 0.4785 0.0211
rs2300747 A 0.81 0.73 0.42 0.47 0.4221 0.1157
rs2305480 C 0.56 0.50 0.52 0.53 0.4973 0.0020
rs231735 G 0.35 0.24 0.23 0.18 0.3686 0.0193
rs2381416 A 0.86 0.81 0.94 0.91 0.2074 0.0229
rs2430561 T 0.62 0.57 0.73 0.76 0.4311 0.0266
rs2476601 G 0.93 0.89 0.96 0.98 0.1129 0.0197
rs2546890 A 0.53 0.53 0.46 0.50 0.4981 0.0036
rs2569190 G 0.55 0.49 0.43 0.38 0.4884 0.0173
rs2618476 T 0.79 0.73 0.42 0.52 0.4279 0.0968
rs2736340 C 0.78 0.73 0.40 0.50 0.4312 0.1011
rs3087243 G 0.69 0.76 0.77 0.81 0.3635 0.0091
rs324015 A 0.27 0.40 0.40 0.43 0.4610 0.0164
rs3790567 A 0.28 0.18 0.24 0.23 0.3561 0.0064
rs3821236 G 0.78 0.77 0.64 0.72 0.3888 0.0160
rs3890745 G 0.42 0.38 0.46 0.40 0.4830 0.0041
rs485499 T 0.56 0.56 0.88 0.74 0.3959 0.0844
rs4986790 A 0.94 0.89 0.97 0.99 0.0991 0.0295
rs5743708 G 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.0711 0.0031
rs5744455 C 0.78 0.74 0.76 0.69 0.3799 0.0054
rs6441286 T 0.62 0.65 0.53 0.56 0.4789 0.0095
rs6604026 T 0.30 0.34 0.92 0.91 0.2948 0.3754
rs6679677 C 0.94 0.88 0.96 0.98 0.1135 0.0259
rs6897932 C 0.74 0.67 0.77 0.76 0.3883 0.0078
rs6920220 G 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.90 0.1894 0.0027
rs7097397 G 0.66 0.64 0.53 0.50 0.4765 0.0198
rs743777 G 0.34 0.20 0.06 0.11 0.2709 0.0749
rs7574865 T 0.22 0.28 0.33 0.27 0.3944 0.0079
rs907092 G 0.49 0.56 0.48 0.44 0.4965 0.0067
rs9303277 T 0.53 0.45 0.58 0.57 0.4930 0.0097
rs9888739 T 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.1473 0.0007
Mean He 0.3690 0.3698 0.3522 0.3471 0.3595 0.0419
* He, expected heterozygosity. ** Gst, genetic differentiation coefficient.
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trometry�based genotyping can be used for the pur�
poses of genotyping on both small scales (individual
markers in hundreds or thousands of specimens) and
medium scales (dozens and hundreds of markers in
hundreds or thousands of specimen). Let us consider a
hypothetical problem of genotyping 30 markers in
960 specimens by MALDI�TOF mass spectrometry
and by real�time PCR using the 96�well format in both
approaches. In PCR with fluorescent dye�labeled
TaqMan probes, each marker must be genotyped indi�
vidually. For MALDI�TOF mass spectrometry,
30 markers can be combined in a single multiplex.
Costs of expendable materials and reagents for both

techniques were calculated based on the official prices
of Russian distributors as of April 2013 (Table 4). We
also accounted for the possibility of reducing the vol�
ume of the real�time PCR mixture by three to four
times compared to the original protocols of TaqMan
manufacturers. Our calculations showed that the cost
of genotyping one marker in one specimen by
MALDI�TOF mass spectrometry is 3.5 times lower
than by real�time PCR. It should also be noted that a
30�marker multiplex is by far not the largest possible;
the resolution of the mass spectrometer used in our
study actually allows the use of multiplexes comprising
up to 40 SNPs. The higher throughput of mass spec�
trometry also seems a considerable advantage, i.e., the
number of genotypes that can be obtained per working
day on one workstation is 15 times higher than that
determined by real�time PCR in the same conditions
(Table 4). However, the advantages of mass spectrom�
etry in genotyping costs and throughput are to a cer�
tain extent counterbalanced by the fact that by no
means all markers can be included in multiplexes, as
well as by the high cost of the MALDI�TOF equip�
ment. The difference in the costs of equipment for
PCR and mass spectrometry will only pay off for rela�
tively large amounts of genotyping: with the calculated
net costs of a single marker, it will be overcome by
genotyping approximately 400000 genotypes. Appar�
ently, mass spectrometry can be considered as the
optimal genotyping technique for large laboratories or
collective use centers, whereas real�time PCR and
other techniques of small�scale genotyping will
remain the methods of choice for smaller research
units; alternatively, genotyping can be outsourced to
service centers.
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Fig. 5. Space of the two first principal components that
describe the allele frequency variation by 56 SNPs in studied
populations.

Table 4. Time� and cost efficiency of SNP genotyping using the MALDI�TOF technique on a Sequenom MassARRAY 4
mass spectrometer in comparison to real�time PCR

Parameter MALDI�TOF Real�time 
PCR

Reagents and expendable materials for genotyping 30 markers in 960 specimens (RUB)* 347908 1228027

Which includes (RUB):

—Reagent set 263 093 608304

—Oligonucleotide primers 82758 –

—TaqMan probes – 558010

—Plasticware (plates and tips) 2057 61713

The cost of genotyping one marker in one specimen (RUB)** 12.08 42.64

Number of genotypes obtained by one operator per working day*** 5760 384

    * For the 96�well format; calculated based on the prices of official Russian distributors as of April 2013.
  ** Only reagents and expendable materials; the cost and amortization of the equipment, the operator’s labor, overhead, and other costs not

taken into account.
*** In the 96�well format: MALDI�TOF, two plates for 96 specimens each, 30 markers per specimen; real�time PCR, four plates for 96 speci�

mens each, one marker per specimen.
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In this work, we described an example of applying
multiplex SNP genotyping by tandem mass spectrom�
etry for an analysis of genetic diversity of immune
response genes in four human populations of Russia. It
was shown that MALDI�TOF mass spectrometry is a
rapid, accurate, and efficient technique appropriate
for medium�scale SNP genotyping. The allele fre�
quencies of 56 SNPs in 41 genes implicated in
immune response regulation were largely similar
among the four populations studied. Populations of
Russians, Komi, Khanty, and Buryats had identical
genetic diversity levels and were clustered according to
their geographical location. The cost�efficiency of
genotyping using MALDI�TOF mass spectrometry
was evaluated compared to real�time PCR.
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